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now, singham is living in jail and is suffering from the stab wound. the government wants singham to testify against babaji, but he refuses. the government then orders phadnis to get singham out of jail, but he refuses to go as he is innocent. meanwhile, avni is informed that she has twins. one is a boy and the other is a girl. both of them are taken in the custody of phadnis. while singham is being taken to the court, he meets murari, who is aware that singham is innocent. he tells singham to leave shivgarh as he is getting dangerous. singham then gets released from jail. there is a shootout between singham and babaji and singham kills babaji. he also shoots phadnis to death. babaji's associates kill the police inspector who was responsible for phadnis's murder. singham
then gets into a battle with babaji's associates and fights with them till the end. there is also a boat race in the climax. he then comes to know that he will be the next chief of police. avni is taken to a hospital. baba is not dead yet and is still alive. after all, he is the one who will kill singham in the end. he arrives in mumbai and tells singham that he will have to take his revenge. they meet again and singham once again asks babaji to stop and come back to his old life as a priest, but babaji is not ready to go. a rich person (ajay devgn) then makes a call to babaji and gives him a lot of money, and babaji leaves to the temple. singham then gets arrested. the government wants to make singham the chief of police. however, this time singham is in jail and not in shivgarh.

singham tries to convince the police department to let him go free, but he is refused. the department then plans to kill singham and asks the criminals to kill him.
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The film begins with the young Singham (Ajay Devgn) being sent out of prison on parole to attend
to the death of a man, Mahesh, who was found murdered in an ambulance. Mahesh was involved

with the drug trade and was being arrested by a corrupt officer, Sahakar (Boman Irani) while trying
to put a pay-off on Babajis aide Prakash Rao. Singham quickly gets in the fray and carries out a

successful raid, during which Mahesh, his wife, and his associates are killed in an explosion. In an
effort to cover up the crime and protect Babaji, Sahakar enters into a deal with Babaji. Babaji
reveals the names of Singhams close friends, including Avni, in exchange for his protection.

Meanwhile, Singhams lieutenant, Dheeraj (Tusshar Kapoor), becomes aware of Singhams true
intentions. Singham is given Babajis name and he is appointed the police officer in charge of

overseeing Babajis goons. Babajis aide, Prakash, dies, and Singham is told that he will be promoted
to solve the case. Singham goes about solving the case by picking up leads on Babajis henchmen,
one of which leads to Babajis involvement in the death of his former friend and minister Prakash

Rao, at Babajis hands. To fulfill this charge, Singham hides in a bathroom to listen in on a
conversation between Babaji and Prakash Rao, which implicates Babaji as Prakashs murderer. As

Babaji is arrested, Singham shoots an unarmed Prakash Rao and gets into a shootout with his
bodyguards. Afterward, Singham discovers a hidden apartment in Babajis house, where Babaji

stores his illegal drug trade. Babajis secretary, Chudamani (Shruti Haasan), is executed for
attempting to abort an unborn child, and Babaji is annoyed with his wife, Nandini (Gurbachan

Singh), for having an affair with Singhams childhood friend, Avni. Nandini leaves Babajis house,
prompting Babaji to strangle Satyaraj Chandar, Gurujis sister, in front of everyone and demand

Singham execute a warrant on him. 5ec8ef588b
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